
We might walk together, but I run faster: Network Fairness and Scalability in Blockchains
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Modern day cryptocurrencies
still lag behind centralized
payment systems

[1]&[2] show that existing 
blockchain protocols 
suffer from a loss of 
security properties as we
scale them

in the literature, it is 
Typically assumed that all 
agents have equal access
to the network. for the first
time, we drop this assumption

vitalik termed this as
"The blockchain trilemma"

Decentralisation

Scalability Security

Network  Fairness
We define two measures of fairness based on network events

- Probability of frontrunning that quantifies whether
  slow nodes are able to include new transactions in a 
  block. The higher the     the lower the the probability
  of including new transactions.  

- Publishing fairness that quantifies whether slow nodes
  are able to include their blocks in The main chain

Our key result is that both the measures of fairness
deteriorate as we scale the blockchain. This makes the
mining operation unprofitable for miners with slower
network access.

Strategic  deviations
As these fairness measures deteriorate, the profitability
of the mining operation  is impacted. [3]  show that a lack
of profit can leave the Miners with two choices :

  1.  shutdown the mining operation

  2. adopt strategic behavior to gain more profit

directly reduce the honest computing power
leading to loss of security

[4]  present two such strategies :

equilibrium  analysis
We built a bitcoin mining game simulator and tested out
these strategies anD  got some pretty intuitive  but
concerning  results  when we increase the
block creation rate :

1.  Petty mining dominates over the honest strategy

2.  If the fast nodes  start Petty mining then
     undercutTing  is the best response  for the slow nodes

3.  at the equilibrium, every miner tries to undercutPetty mining

IF presented a new block with
higher reward, the miner
switches to the new block,
Effectively  accepting  a  bribe

undercutting
the miner will intentionally mine
a block leaving out some reward
for the next miner, Effectively
offering a bribe

An intuitive result, also independently shown by [5]

Thus, not only would the security be reduceD but
Effective performance would also degrade
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in This work, we study the Effects of  scaling
the blockchain on network fairness

Effect of Strategic Deviations on fairness:
WE found that at the equilibrium, the slow
nodes received an even smaller share of
the revenue. hence,

Lack of fairness
Strategic Deviations

even worse fairness
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